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The need of proper payroll system is essential to keep your business payroll in order as well as to
stay compliant with federal, state and local payroll taxes. Similarly, accounting software is also vital
to store and manage the financial details of a company.

Many entrepreneurs have been operating both the systems independently to keep the details
separately. However, few accounting software integration systems are introduced wherein the
software is integrated into payroll system to reduce work-load and enhance business efficiency. If
you integrate both the systems, you will have the following benefits:

1. No Duplication of Work: Putting the same information in another system manually is total waste of
time. When accounting software is integrated with payroll system, the payroll information is
automatically transferred to general ledger. This not only saves your time but also avoids repetition
of the same work.

2. Availability of Reports: With two different systems, it is obvious that you need to prepare two
different reports by using the same information. This means that your employee will be engaged in
extracting reports from two systems wherein he can get his job done by having one report with
software integration feature.

3. Accurate Results: Manual work is always prone to have errors due to lack of knowledge,
experience and even concentration. Therefore, automating the entire work process by integrating
the software with payroll system eliminates the risk of errors by entering the information manually.

4. Support: When your accounting software is integrated with payroll software, there is no need to
learn and maintain two different systems. You will not only save money but will also relieve yourself
from burden to learn two different important systems.

5. Price: It is the most important factor that has its impact on making the final decision. Buying two
different systems will cost more rather than integrating software with the other system. The latter is
of course a better choice in terms of money, time and efforts.

The above points give clear indication that accounting software integration with payroll software is a
wise option to save time and money involved in managing two different systems. Therefore, when
you are looking out for a payroll service provider, you must not forget to ask for this special feature.
This will help you to relieve from correction of errors due to manual entry of payroll information into
accounting software.

Although there will not be any difficulty in looking for a reliable online payroll company, but it is
important to do thorough background check to ensure timeliness and accuracy in every pay period.
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